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2020-2021 was a year of extraordinary circumstances for our organization, our 
community, everyone who works for or volunteers with us, and the people who 
receive our services. The pandemic affected the world and laid bare for all to 
see the inequities that exist for those who have inadequate or no housing, are 
unemployed or underemployed, and have inadequate access to health, mental health 
or addiction supports. We also watched the systemic racism that existed long 
before the pandemic play out before us as countless events unfolded in the United 
States and here in Canada. We watched the systemic issues and barriers that 
already existed become amplified during the pandemic, as governments, 
organizations, and communities struggled to address the needs of people coping 
with stressors at a time when human contact was limited and technology was 
often the only way to stay connected. For many, this was yet another barrier.

At FCSGW, an organization that has Advocacy as a key Strategic Direction (i.e., to 
identify and reduce barriers that make it hard for children, youth and families to 
thrive), this was a year that shone, not a spotlight but a floodlight on the barriers that 
exist for many in our community. While we continued to provide service to children, 
youth, and families in our community, our staff were challenged to help at times when 
so many services and supports were closed or were offering limited services due to 
necessary public health restrictions to keep our community safe.

Those who faced barriers and challenges before the pandemic often saw those 
barriers and challenges become even greater over the past year.

And yet, it has been incredible to watch our community and our own organization rally 
to pivot services where possible to online formats, get technology into the hands of 
families so that children could continue their schooling, see food programs expand 
and increase to make sure everyone could have access to healthy food, and so many 
more inspiring examples of pulling together in the toughest of times.
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This year, our organization had stark reminders that the equity work we have 
been focused on has never been more important. While we continue to 
acknowledge and understand the barriers our racialized service recipients and 
staff face on a daily basis, we have renewed and increased our commitment to 
address equity for Indigenous and Black children, youth, and families, and we are 
moving to action to identify and address barriers that exist for many equity 
seeking groups through the use of data and by identifying specific actions that can be 
taken.

We have watched with pride the work happening in our community to address 
homelessness and the work of our sister organization, Kindle Communities, to 
create a Permanent Supportive Housing project in the Shelldale area of Guelph that 
will house approximately 30 individuals who desperately need a place to call home.

We look forward to the year ahead and are proud of the way we have managed in 
spite of the challenges this past year.

With many having received their vaccinations and looking forward to second 
shots, we anticipate being able to return to aspects of life before COVID, such as 
more interactions without masks, time outside in the good weather, 
gatherings to celebrate with one another, and seeing friends and family with 
fewer restrictions. We recognize and embrace that the future can include 
keeping things that we have learned work well during COVID—increased use of 
technology for meetings and connecting with those we serve, while balancing the 
need to come out from behind screens to connect in person again.

Glenna and Sheila
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managing children at home while working full-time and were 
key supports to elders or other vulnerable people in their lives. 
For parents with school-age children, teaching was added to 
the list of responsibilities, in addition to managing the 
complexity of increased isolation from family and friends. We 
want to say a heartfelt thank you to our staff who have 
continued to provide quality service to the children, youth, and 
families we serve, despite the difficulty of delivering that 
service amid so many restrictions. We recognize this was done 
under increased pressure from COVID restrictions and at a time 
when everyone was subject to heightened stress, including our 
own staff.

An exciting NEW PROJECT: Village Finding!
On a future oriented note, we are about to launch a pilot project called “Village 
Finding”. This project will aim to increase the number and quality of 
relationships with safe adults in a child’s life. We know that when caregivers 
are struggling, children are impacted. We will be partnering with community 
leaders, other agency leaders, and the ACES (Adverse Childhood Experiences) 
Coalition to build intentional neighbourhood and cultural relationships in the 
life of a child where there may be struggles at home. Our long-term goal is to 
increase safe adults for children at risk, reduce the number of children who 
need to be removed from their homes, or if they do need to be removed, 
ensure they are kept within their communities. This project will take a 
community  development approach and  will be guided  by  community leaders. 

We have very dedicated staff who worked diligently during the pandemic to 
provide service to  our community  during  a  very challenging time.  Many  were

We look forward to giving an update on our progress in next year’s annual report!



Racial Disproportionality of Children in Our Care



In 2020, the world came to a halt with the COVID-19 pandemic, and we saw the most 
vulnerable people, including Black, Indigenous, and racialized groups, those living 
in poverty, those struggling with addictions and mental health, and 2SLGBTQ+ 
communities, be disproportionately impacted.

In addition to the pandemic, there were several horrific displays of anti-Black racism, 
anti-Indigenous racism, and anti-Asian racism in Canada and across the world. 
Although experiences of racism, discrimination, and violence are not new to the 
individuals who were/are impacted, it clearly highlighted the systemic racism, 
oppression, and white supremacy that exists and the desperate need for social justice 
and change.

This past year showed us how racism and inequities lead to overrepresentation and 
disproportionality of Black/African Canadian and Indigenous children and youth in care. 

To really change our practice, our organization, together with the sector, must work 
hard to address individual and systemic racism, bias, and discrimination and reduce 
barriers for families. We have a responsibility to provide services that are inclusive of 
one’s identity and lived experience and to honour the diversity of our community.

In 2020-2021, the organization committed to several Equity initiatives with a focus on 
reimagining how we do our work, specifically with Black, Indigenous, racialized and 
LGBT2SQ+ communities. Even during a pandemic, we were able provide Anti-
Oppression (AO) and Equity training and development for staff and managers. In 
addition to training, AO-Equity focused discussions have occurred at staff and team 
meetings.

There was a dedicated focus on the collection of data, and we came close to one 
hundred percent compliance last summer. The agency also engaged in a process to 
improve upon equitable hiring practices to reflect the diversity of our community.
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The agency is represented on several zone and provincial committees and initiatives.
We focused on communication and messaging from an AO-Equity lens and especially
around social justice issues. To keep taking steps forward, the management team took
part in a 3-day Equity planning process to develop priorities for 2021-2022.

The organization has been on an Equity journey for over a decade, but we recognize
we have a long way to go. We are committed to changing our practice so that we can
improve the lives and outcomes for the children, youth, and families we serve.

“The training made me feel very inspired to work on my own AO journey and getting
more comfortable with being uncomfortable.”

“I learned that I want to be more aware of the assumptions I make, and I can always be
better, and it's a process.”

Training Testimonials

Murals
Eramosa Office
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It really felt like a breath of fresh air I
never knew I needed. I even mentioned to my
worker it felt like winning the lottery! I'm so
grateful to everyone who made this support
possible. Because of you wonderful people,
I’m now able to make my first place feel like
a home. It’s been a long time since I’ve felt at
home, so I really am beyond grateful for this
help financially; it has saved so much stress
for me."



-Nicole, Former Youth in Care and
Children First Fund Recipient



we invest in children, youth, and families 



Board Chair: 
Glenna Banda

Vice Chair:
Don McKay 

Secretary Treasurer:
Mike Hallet 

Executive Director:
*Sheila Markle 
(not a Board member)

Directors:
Sabil Arshad
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Head Office
275 Eramosa Road, Box Office 1088, Guelph, ON, N1H 6N3

SHelldale centre
20 Shelldale Crescent,  Box 1088, Guelph, ON, N1H 6N3

cOunty Office
6484 Wellington Road 7, Elora, ON, N0B 1S0

www.fcsgw.org
1-800-265-8300
519-824-2410

http://www.fcsgw.org/
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